Abstract. Silicon nanowires (NWs) could enable low-cost and efficient photovoltaics, though their performance has been limited by nonideal electrical characteristics and an inability to tune absorption properties. We overcome these limitations through controlled synthesis of a series of polymorphic core/multi-shell NWs with highly-crystalline hexagonally-faceted shells, and welldefined coaxial p-type/n-type (p/n) and p/intrinsic/n (p/i/n) diode junctions. Designed 200-300 nm diameter p/i/n NW diodes exhibit ultralow leakage currents of ~1 fA, and open-circuit voltages and fill-factors up to 0.5 V and 73%, respectively, under one-sun illumination. Single-NW wavelength-dependent photocurrent measurements reveal size-tunable optical resonances, external quantum efficiencies greater than unity, and current densities double those for silicon films of comparable thickness. In addition, finite-difference-time-domain simulations for the measured NW structures agree quantitatively with the photocurrent measurements, and demonstrate that the optical resonances are due to Fabry-Perot and whispering gallery cavity modes supported in the high-quality faceted nanostructures. Synthetically optimized NW devices achieve current densities of 17 mA/cm 2 and power conversion efficiencies of 6%. Horizontal integration of multiple NWs demonstrates linear scaling of the absolute photocurrent with number of NWs, as well as retention of the high open-circuit voltages and short-circuit current densities measured for single NW devices. Notably, assembly of 2 NW elements into vertical stacks yields short-circuit current densities of 25 mA/cm 2 with a back-side reflector, and simulations further show that such stacking represents an attractive approach for further enhancing performance with projected efficiencies of >15% for 1.2 µm thick 5 NW stacks. 
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Nanostructures and nanostructured materials may enable next-generation solar cells by providing for efficient charge separation (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) and tunable optical absorption (11, (17) (18) (19) . Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) have exhibited promising efficiencies as single NW photovoltaic elements (8) (9) (10) (11) (20) (21) (22) and as vertical arrays configured as photovoltaic (23-26) and photoelectrochemical (27, 28) solar cells, where the vertical array has been used to enhance light absorption (29). In the case of Si-based nanostructures, where Si photovoltaics represent benchmark systems with attractive material abundance and cost (30), the efficiency of NW devices has typically been limited by poor electrical performance and lack of tunable control of absorption properties at specific and broadband wavelengths. For example, previous reports of coaxial (8) and axially modulated (9) p-i-n single-NW photovoltaic devices yielded open-circuit voltages (V OC ) below 0.29 V, and, for coaxial devices, large leakage currents >1 pA. Furthermore, to accurately identify potentially unique absorption modes through photocurrent spectra and simulations, photonic devices must exhibit high-quality and reliable electrical characteristics, unlike previous devices (8) . Vertical arrays of micron-diameter wires have shown better performance characteristics, yielding V OC values of 0.50-0.56 V (19-21). However, preparation of microwirebased high V OC photovoltaics (22) and photocathodes (29) has utilized high-temperature growth, dopant diffusion, and/or annealing processes (temperatures of 850 -1000˚C), which limit precise structural control and involve high thermal cost. Here, we report bottom-up synthesis of a new class of core/multi-shell Si NWs that overcome the limitations typically encountered in nanoscale Si devices. In situ synthetic control of structural morphology, size, and doping provides a method to design rationally and tune the properties of these nanostructures.
Furthermore, we establish the importance of strong optical resonances for controlling absorption in the small, 200-300 nm diameter, NW cavities. This latter feature is distinct from the behavior in micro-wires and suggests NW structures as promising building blocks for new photonic and solar cell devices.
Results and Discussion
To probe key structural characteristics dictating the electronic and optical properties of these NWs, we designed, synthesized and characterized four distinct coaxial Si NW structures (Fig. 1A) , in which doping in core and shell regions was varied in situ. We label these core/shell structures p/n, p/in, p/pn and p/pin according to the sequential doping of the core/shells, where p, i, and n refer to p-type, intrinsic and n-type, respectively, and the structures all share a common p-type Si NW core. Our synthetic protocol (see Materials and Methods) uses metal nanoclustercatalyzed, vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth for the p-Si NW core growth followed by vaporsolid (VS) growth of the shells. The thicknesses of the p, i and n-type shells were controlled precisely by growth time using independently characterized growth rates (see Materials and Methods). A representative field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a p/in coaxial Si NW (Fig. 1B) shows clear faceting with smooth facet surfaces distinct from the disordered and un-faceted nanocrystalline Si morphology reported previously (8) . We note that clear faceting with smooth facet surfaces was achieved for each of the four types of coaxial structures ( Fig. S1 ) and is indicative of highly crystalline shells in our NW structures.
To elucidate the crystalline structure of the core/shell NWs we have used high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to image cross-sectional samples (see Materials and Methods). A representative bright-field image of a p/pin multi-shell structure (Fig. 1C) shows several key features. First, the shell of this p/pin structure consists of several distinct domains ordered about the ~100 nm diameter NW core. Second, the electron diffraction pattern recorded from this sample yields clean, sharp spots characteristic of uniform diffraction from the [112] zone axis of the cubic Si crystal structure. These data show that the core and shell are coherently oriented in the <112> direction and thus indicate that the domains in the shell are separated by twist grain boundaries which preserve this direction. Third, lattice-resolved TEM images recorded near the outer region of the sample (Fig. 1D) show clear (111) lattice fringes up to the amorphous SiO 2 coating at the outermost edge of the NW. Also, on the basis of these images, surfaces of the NW can be assigned to two (111) planes, two (022) planes, and four (113) planes.
Taken together, the TEM data and analysis suggest a unique, polymorphic shell structure composed of crystalline domains, which maintain coherent faceting and <112> crystal orientation along the length of the coaxial p/pin NW.
In addition, energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to characterize the phosphorous dopant and oxygen profiles in a p/pin core/shell cross-sectional sample (Fig. 1E , and see Materials and Methods). The oxygen profile exhibits two peaks at the left and right edges of the sample arising from the SiO 2 layer on the faceted surfaces of the NW n-shell. The phosphorous profile also exhibits two peaks coincident with the left and right sides of the outer n-shell, which are shifted by 10-15 nm with respect to oxygen and have peak widths, 20-30 nm, in good agreement with the expected n-shell thickness of 25 nm based on measured growth rates.
The relatively large apparent background signal in the phosphorous profile is an artifact resulting from mixed Si and P signals (Fig. S2 ). These measurements verify the capability to synthetically encode well-defined, nanoscale dopant variations in core/shell NWs and represent the first successful effort at mapping active dopants in complex NW structures. Together, these characterization results verify the synthesis of a new NW motif possessing precisely defined nanometer-scale doped regions and a tunable crystal morphology.
Electrical transport properties of the four distinct classes of coaxial NWs were measured by fabrication of single NW devices with electrical contacts selectively defined to the p-type core and n-type shell ( Fig. 2A , and see Materials and Methods). All current-voltage (I-V) characteristics (Fig. S3) were measured under air-mass 1.5 global (AM 1.5G) 1-sun (100 mW/cm 2 ) illumination, with current density (J) calculated using the projected NW area (8, Together, these results show that proposed Au impurities do not adversely lower V OC , and suggest that the overall quality of the core/multi-shell structure is more important for our NW devices. In addition, measurements made before and after passivation of the outermost n-shell (black curves, Fig. 2D ) show that surface oxidation yields an ~58 mV increase in V OC , suggesting that surface recombination has only a small effect on the overall V OC of our best coaxial NW devices. In summary, comparisons among the four classes of polymorphic core/multi-shell NWs as well as with previous core/nanocrystalline-shell NWs (8) This phenomenon is a purely classical effect caused by the sub-wavelength diameter of the NW and is quantitatively reproduced by the FDTD simulations.
To illustrate how rational synthetic design can be used to tune absorption within our NW photovoltaic elements, we examined a larger diameter (305 vs. 240 nm) p/pin NW device. The measured and simulated absolute EQE spectra for the p/pin device ( We also compared the experimental and simulated optical properties of a p/in core/multishell NW (Fig. 3A) to an equivalent thickness of bulk Si. The simulated EQE spectrum for 240 nm of bulk Si (Fig. 3A , dashed green line) is featureless and shows substantially lower amplitude than the p/in NW. The origin of the differences in EQE spectra can be understood by comparing the interaction of light with both structures. For example, a plot of the electrical field intensity for an incident plane wave with a wavelength of 445 nm (Fig. 3D) shows a strong resonant mode excited within the NW, but the profile of electric field within an equivalent thickness of bulk Si is featureless. These modes in the NWs lead to substantial and structured J SC contribution from the shell through much of the core, while bulk Si exhibits the standard exponential decay as function of thickness ( Fig. 3D) . Significantly, the spatial localization and intensity of resonant modes could be adjusted by tuning the morphology of the NW cavity.
The studies discussed above demonstrate substantial improvement in the photovoltaic properties of Si NWs at the single NW level. To determine whether J SC could be improved further, we fabricated NW devices on transparent quartz substrates and measured J-V characteristics with and without a silver metal back-side reflector (BSR), as shown in Figure 4A .
Without the BSR, a representative single p/pin device (red line) yields J SC = 9.8 mA/cm 2 and an overall conversion efficiency, , of 3.2%. Significantly, the same device with a BSR yields J SC = 17.0 mA/cm 2 and  = 5.9%. The substantial increase in efficiency achieved with the BSR thus suggests one straightforward route to mitigate incomplete absorption and thereby enable efficient nanowire-based solar cells.
While individual NW photovoltaics represent the ideal platform for elucidating fundamental factors affecting device efficiency and can be used to power nanoelectronic elements (8) , it is also important to consider the prospects for scaling these to arrays that will be required for solar cells. As an initial step in this direction we interconnected in parallel from 1 to 8 p/pin core/multi-shell NW elements. Measurements of light I-V data from these small multi-NW devices (inset, Fig. 4B ) show good 'cell' characteristics are maintained (e.g., V OC and FF are nearly constant) with increasing number of NW elements. Indeed, the FF for the 8 NW device , 69.3%, is similar to the best value we achieved on single NW elements, 68.0%. Moreover, and central to the potential for scaling, we observe a step-wise increase in I SC from 191 to 1723 pA as the number of NWs in a device is increased from 1 to 8, respectively (Fig. 4B) . Importantly, this increase in absolute I SC is also accompanied by preservation of J SC to within 3% of that for the best single NW device. We believe these results show that assembly and large-scale integration could be a viable strategy for using our core/multi-shell nanowire building blocks, although future studies will be required to expand to larger arrays. Such work should be able to exploit reported advances in assembly of dense parallel nanowires on the micrometer to several inch NWs could yield efficiencies in excess of 15%. While future studies will be needed to develop further these concepts, we believe that our results demonstrate substantial promise for single and multi-layer interconnected assemblies of these core/multi-shell NW building blocks, including structures tailored to enhance absorption in different regions of the solar spectrum, for the development of next-generation, ultrathin solar cells.
Materials and Methods
The materials and methods can be found in the supporting information for this paper. Au catalysts (100 nm diameter) were dispersed on poly-L-lysine functionalized 600 nm SiO 2 -on-Si wafers. Substrates were inserted into a home-built reactor and the system evacuated to a base pressure of 2.8 mTorr. Crystalline p-type cores were grown at 470˚C and 40 Torr for 2.5 hours with flow rates of 1, 10, and 60 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm) for silane (SiH 4 ), diborane (B 2 H 6 , 100 p.p.m. in H 2 ), and hydrogen (H 2 , Semiconductor Grade), respectively. All shell growth over these cores was performed at 775˚C and 25 Torr. Borondoped p-type shells were grown for 25-30 min with 0.15, 1.5, and 60 sccm silane, diborane, and hydrogen, respectively. Intrinsic shells were grown for 20-25 min with 0.15, and 60 sccm silane and hydrogen, respectively. Phosphorous-doped n-type shells were grown for 10-15 min with 0.15, 0.75, and 60 sccm silane, phosphine (PH 3 , 1000 p.p.m. in H 2 ), and hydrogen, respectively. The calibrated shell growth rates determined from independent studies of single shell thickness vs. growth time were 1.7, 1.7 and 3 nm/min for p, i and n, respectively. Following NW growth, a 30-40 nm conformal layer of SiO 2 was deposited using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) over the as-grown core/shell NWs.
NW shell synthesis on Au-catalyst-free NW cores.
Crystalline p-type NW cores were grown using the same core growth protocol as above. To remove the Au-catalyst following this low-temperature NW growth and prior to higher temperature shell growth, the NW cores were removed from the reactor and immersed in KI/I 2 solution for 2 min, rinsed in deionized water, then etched in buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) for 1 min, and rinsed once more in deionized water. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis of NWs etched by KI/I 2 demonstrated that the Au-catalyst was removed from the NW ends as reported previously for Ge NWs (S1). Following the last water rinse, the NW growth substrate was immersed in liquid N 2 and then placed under vacuum to remove residual water without aggregation of NWs by capillary action. Intrinsic, n-type and SiO 2 shells were then grown as described above.
Al-catalyzed NW synthesis.
A 10 nm thick Al film was deposited by thermal evaporation (< 1.0 x 10 -7 Torr) onto a ntype <111> Si growth substrate, the substrate was inserted into the reactor, and the system was evacuated to a base pressure of 2.8 mTorr. The substrate was annealed for 1 min at 540˚C, the temperature was reduced to 510˚C, and 3 sccm of disilane (Si 2 H 6 ) and 97 sccm of hydrogen were introduced with a total reactor pressure of 100 Torr. After 1 min, the temperature was reduced to 475˚C and growth proceeded for 15 min. Following NW core growth, the substrate was removed from the reactor, etched for 1 min in Al etchant (Transene) at 40˚C, etched 2 min in BHF, and then dried as described above for Au-etched NWs. The NW cores were annealed for 20 min under vacuum at 775˚C and then p-type, intrinsic, n-type and SiO 2 shells were grown as described above.
TEM and EDS sample preparation and characterization.
Ultra-thin NW cross-sections for TEM investigations were prepared by embedding asgrown core/shell NWs in epoxy (Epo-Tek 353ND, Epoxy Technology) followed by degassing to remove air bubbles and overnight curing at 30˚C in a vacuum oven. ~40-60 nm thick samples were sectioned (Ultra Microtome, Leica) from the cured epoxy slugs using a diamond knife (Ultra 35˚, DiATOME) and transferred to lacey carbon grids for aberration corrected TEM analysis (cs-TEM, Libra 200-80 MC, Carl Zeiss NTS). For phosphorous dopant mapping by EDS, p/pin NWs were synthesized as described above with elevated phophorous doping in the nshell (0.15, 7.5, and 60 sccm flow rates for silane, phosphine, and hydrogen, respectively). This strategy was necessary to increase signal-to-noise and to study the degree of dopant localization but not absolute concentration (~1x10 20 cm -3 ). The aberration corrected scanning TEM (cs-STEM, Libra 200 MC, Carl Zeiss NTS) used for acquisition of EDS elemental maps is equipped with twin EDS detectors and drift correction. The EDS spectra and EDS elemental map for P are shown in Fig. S2 . Maps were stored at 1024x800 resolution and acquired over 5 hours using a 400 ms pixel dwell time and 1.2 nm spot size. The P and O profiles plotted in Fig. 1E were obtained by averaging 200 line scans across the P and O EDS maps associated with the boxed region of the inset STEM image. The P and O line profiles also reflect a running average of +/ 10 points.
NW device fabrication.
NWs were shear transferred from growth substrates to Si 3 N 4 or quartz device chips (S2). 500 nm of SU-8 2000.5 was spin-coated on the device substrate, pre-baked (95˚C), and photolithography or electron beam lithography (EBL) was performed to define SU-8 etch masks on the NW shells. The SU-8 was subsequently developed and cured at 180˚C for 10 min. Following a 20 s BHF etch to remove the SiO 2 outer shell, the NWs were etched for 10-18 s in potassium hydroxide (KOH 38 vol.% in water) at 60˚C. Last, EBL followed by thermal evaporation of 4 nm of Ti and 350 nm of Pd yielded selective patterned contacts to the etched (ptype) core and un-etched (n-type) shell. A 10 nm film of Ni, which serves as a charge dissipation layer, was deposited over resists for EBL fabrication on quartz substrates.
Device measurements.
A standard solar simulator (150W, Newport Oriel) with AM 1.5G filter and calibrated 1-sun intensity was used in conjunction with a probe station (TTP-4, Desert Cryogenics) and semiconductor parameter analyzer (4156C, Agilent Technologies) to obtain all device transport characteristics. Wavelength dependent photocurrent spectra were obtained with a home-built optical setup utilizing the solar simulator with AM 1.5G filter as illumination source and a spectrometer (SpectraPro 300i, Acton Research) with 1200 g/mm grating and blaze angle of 500
nm. An uncoated Glan-Thompson calcite polarizer (10GT04, Newport) and power meter with low power Si photodetector (1918-C and 918D-UV-OD3, Newport) were used to obtain polarization-resolved absolute external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra. The illumination power was measured from 300 to 900 nm in 5 nm increments through 1.0, 1.3, and 2.0 mm diameter circular apertures to confirm uniformity and accuracy of the power density used to calculate absolute EQE values. Device photocurrents for TE and TM polarizations were measured from 300 to 900 nm in 5 nm increments using a semiconductor parameter analyzer (4156C, Agilent Technologies). Unpolarized EQE spectra (Fig. 3) were calculated by averaging EQE data from TE and TM polarization measurements. Note that direct measurement of unpolarized spectra is not possible because of polarizing effects due to the grating and other optics used for measurement. However, the average of TE and TM spectra is equivalent to an unpolarized spectrum, because unpolarized illumination is composed of two equal, orthogonal polarization states represented by TE and TM polarizations (S3). Current density and absolute EQE were calculated using photocurrent data collected as described above and the projected area of the Si NWs, which was measured by SEM (Zeiss Ultra55). In our analyses, the projected area of a NW device was taken to be the entire exposed area of the unetched NW shell when viewed normal to the plane of the substrate and does not include the area covered by 350 nm thick Ti/Pd contacts. We note that this yields an upper limit to the J SC that could be achieved in a practical device.
FDTD calculations.
For a normally incident plane wave with transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) orthogonal states, the absorption cross section of a NW or bulk Si was obtained by integrating J·E at each grid point, where J and E are the polarization current density and electric field, respectively. For NWs (bulk Si), the absorption cross section (absorption efficiency) was integrated over one optical period, and the wavelength of the normally incident plane wave was scanned from 280 -1000 nm with a step size of 5 nm. For NWs, the absorption efficiency was defined by the ratio of the NW absorption cross section to the physical cross section. EQE was calculated by multiplying the absorption efficiency by internal quantum efficiency (IQE), where IQE was assumed to be unity. The short circuit current density (J SC ) at a specific wavelength was calculated as follows: J SC () = EQE x (spectral irradiance of AM1.5 G spectrum at 1-sun solar intensity) x /1.24. The total J SC was obtained by integrating J SC () over the wavelength range of 280 -1000 nm. For bulk Si simulations, a spatial resolution of 5 nm was used for the x, y and z directions and periodic boundary conditions were applied along the x and y directions. A perfectly matched layer was in contact with the lower z boundary of Si. For NWs, a spatial resolution of 5 / 3 , 5, and 5 nm for x, y and z, respectively, was used to represent the volume element for our hexagonal cross section of a NW, where y lies along the NW axis and z lies along the propagation direction of the incident plane wave. All NW simulations included the substrates and conformal SiO 2 layer used in the experiment. Periodic boundary conditions were applied along the axis of a NW. Perfectly matched layers were applied at the other boundaries of the calculation domain. The total-field scattered-field (TFSF) method was applied to ensure that a single NW experiences an infinite plane wave. Without this method, the single NW would be simulated as a periodic array of NWs along the x-axis. To model the dispersive properties of the Si NW and Ag as a back-side reflector, the Drude-critical points model was incorporated into the FDTD calculation (S4). The plasma and collision frequencies were obtained by fitting the measured refractive index and extinction coefficient of single crystal silicon (S5) and silver (S6) over the wavelength range, 280 -1000 nm.
NW assembly.
First, shear transfer (S2) was used to assemble the first level of NWs (the bottom NW in a vertical stack) onto quartz device substrates. After spin coating poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) C5 over the device substrate, electron beam lithography was performed to open 0.5 µm wide trenches over selected NWs. A second layer of NWs was transferred over the patterned PMMA, followed by addition of a water droplet, which was blown across the device region using dry N 2 . After this process, NWs were drawn into the trenches defined over the first level NWs to yield two vertically stacked NWs. PMMA was removed with a UV/O 3 asher at 200˚C for 10 min, and subsequent device fabrication proceeded as described above.
9. Dark saturation current. Dark current-voltage (I-V) measurements for each NW were fit within the linear regime to extract I 0 from the ideal diode equation, ln(I)=qV/(nkT)+ln(I 0 ), where q is elementary charge, V is voltage, n is the diode ideality factor, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature.
Comparison of V OC between planar and NW devices.
We have also compared our coaxial Si NW device characteristics to those of planar Si solar cells as a means to measure their performance and potential for improvement. The direct comparison of V OC discussed in the main text shows a lower value for our NW devices. We wish to assess whether higher V OC 's could be obtained through further improvement of, for example, junction quality in these NW structures. Before addressing this question, we estimated the contributions to lower V OC in coaxial NWs arising from differences in their geometry and their incomplete light absorption relative to planar Si solar cells.
First, and as discussed previously (S7, S8), there is a larger p-n or p-i-n junction area for devices with cylindrical versus planar geometries for a given projected area. The change in V OC due to increased junction area of a cylindrical structure can be accounted for by a logarithmic dependence on , which relates the junction area in a NW to the junction area in a planar device with an equivalent projected area as reported (S7, S8):
where n is the ideality factor, k B is the Boltzmann constant, q is charge, I SC is the short-circuit current, and I 0 is the dark saturation current. We estimate  by assuming the NWs are perfect cylinders with a junction area defined by the outside surface of the cylinder, yielding  = . Second, we can also account for the effect of incomplete light absorption in the coaxial Si NW devices by introducing a factor , which relates the I SC of a NW device to that of a conventional Si solar cell with complete light absorption as:
We estimate  by noting that the short-circuit current density (J SC ) of our p/in NWs is 6-7 mA/cm 2 whereas the J SC of state-of-the-art bulk Si solar cells (S9) is ~43 mA/cm 2 . Using a value of  = 7 and  = , we arrive at V OC = 0.119 V and a final V OC of 0.594 V. The values of V OC for high-quality multicrystalline and single crystal Si solar cells with complete light absorption are 0.66 -0.7 V (S9). Hence, we can conclude that our measured coaxial NW V OC is close to the best that might be expected (with the above corrections), although the difference of 0.07 to 0.11 V does suggest that further improvement might be achieved by additional optimization of the core/shell structures and surface passivation. EDS spectra from 1.6 -2.2 keV corresponding to inner-shell (blue) and outer-shell (black) regions of the NW cross section. Right-hand panel shows a spatial map of P X-ray counts (red), which appear in greater number and density within the outer 20-30 nm of the cross section. Inset displays the STEM image of the cross section; scale bar 100 nm. The inner-shell (blue) and outer-shell (black) spectra represent a sum of all X-ray counts within the two blue and two black boxed regions, respectively. The spectra demonstrate that X-ray counts from the outer-shell region give rise to a peak clearly identifiable as P and distinguishable from the background. X-ray counts from the inner region do not produce a clear P peak and are attributed to a combination of dark counts and the tail of the strong Si peak. The line profile for P in Fig. 1E was calculated from the same data set, where the large apparent background signal for the central ~300 nm of the P line profile in Fig. 1E is also attributable to a combination of dark counts and the tail of the strong Si peak. Fig. 3C and are labeled identically in the manuscript. Peaks in the spectra correspond to absorption in the NW due to either Fabry-Perot or whispering-gallery resonant modes. These modes shift in frequency as the diameter of the NW varies. Specifically, many of the differences between the spectra of the p/in and p/pin NW can be explained by the ~80 nm larger diameter of the latter. In addition, the p/pin structure supports a larger number of resonant modes, thus explaining the large number of peaks present in the p/pin spectrum versus the p/in spectrum.
Fig. S7. NW vertical stacks. (A)
Simulated absorption mode profiles of the double-NW stack for TE polarization at =425 nm (left) and for TM polarization at =545 nm (right). The absorption modes present in the top NW are preserved in the bottom NW, and this effect permits the broadband enhancement observed in the experimental and simulated EQE spectra for the double-NW stack (Fig. 4B). (B) Simulated EQE spectra for a 5-NW vertical stack (red curve) and a single micron-wire (black) with equivalent Si height to the 5-NW stack. Inset: schematic comparing a 5-NW vertical stack against a single micron-wire with Si height (1200 nm) equivalent to that of the stack. The 5-NW stack attains a maximum EQE of 1.74, which is substantially larger than the maximum of 0.97 for the single micron-wire of equal height. The EQE > 1 is a manifestation of the fact that individual NWs within the stack exhibit absorption cross-sections greater than their physical cross-sections and thus absorb photons from outside of their physical projected area; this is referred to as the optical antenna effect (S10). 
